The Sky is Everywhere
By Jandy Nelson
YA NELSON

Wild Awake
By Hilary Smith
YA SMITH

In the months after her sister
dies, Lennie falls into a love
triangle and discovers the
strength to follow her dream of
becoming a musician.

The discovery of a startling family
secret leads Kiri Byrd from a
protected and naive life into a
summer of mental illness, first
love, and profound self-discovery.

The Heartbreakers
By Ali Novak
YA NOVAK

Coda
By Emma Trevayne
YA TREVAYNE

Stella puts her musical dreams
on hold when her triplet sister,
Cara, is diagnosed with
leukemia, but a chance
encounter with Cara’s favorite
band changes everything.

Anthem finds his escape in his
underground rock band, where
music sounds free, clear, and
unencoded in a world where
everything is controlled.

Between the Notes
By Sharon Huss Roat
YA ROAT
Ivy struggles at a new school
and neighborhood, while
dealing with the devastation of
having to give up her beloved
piano.

Good Enough
By Paula Yoo
YA YOO
A Korean American teenager tries
to please her parents by getting
into an Ivy League college, but a
new guy in school and her love of
the violin tempt her in new
directions.

Eleanor & Park
By Rainbow Rowell
YA ROWELL
Set over the course of one school
year in 1986, this is the story of
two star-crossed misfits, smart
enough to know that first love
almost never lasts, but brave
enough to try.

This Song Will Save Your Life
By Leila Sales
YA SALES
Nearly a year after a failed
suicide attempt, Elise discovers
that she has the passion, and the
talent, to be a disc jockey.

The Lucy Variations
By Sara Zarr
YA ZARR
Lucy’s future career as a concert
pianist has passed, but as she
helps her brother map out his
future, she revisits her old
passion.

The Haters
By Jesse Andrews
YA ANDREWS
A road trip adventure
about a trio of jazz-camp
escapees who, against
every realistic expectation,
become a band.

Passenger
By Alexandra Bracken
YA BRACKEN
In one devastating night, violin
prodigy Etta Spencer loses
everything she knows and
loves and is thrust into an
unfamiliar world.

Supergirl Mixtapes
By Meagan Brothers
YA BROTHERS
Maria leaves her father and
grandmother to live with her
mother, an artist who lives with
her young boyfriend in a tiny
apartment in Manhattan.

No Place to Fall
By Jaye Robin Brown
YA BROWN
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Amber dreams of attending
the North Carolina School of
the Arts to gain confidence in
using her amazing singing
voice, but other problems get
in the way.

If I Stay
By Gayle Forman
YA FORMAN

Open Road Summer
By Emery Lord
YA LORD

Nick, member of a rock band,
meets Norah and asks her to be
his girlfriend for five minutes in
order to avoid his ex.

While in a coma following an
automobile accident that killed
her parents and younger brother,
Mia, a gifted cellist, weighs
whether to live with her grief or
join her family in death.

Reagan tries to escape
heartbreak and a bad
reputation by going on a
summer tour with her country
superstar best friend.

Now & Forever
By Susane Colasanti
YA COLASANTI

Seraphina
By Rachel Hartman
YA HARTMAN

Sterling is in love with Ethan.
When Ethan becomes an
overnight sensation, he and
Sterling are thrown head-first
into the glam world of celebrity.

In a world where dragons and
humans coexist, Seraphina
grapples with her identity amid
magical secrets and royal
scandals, while developing her
musical talents.

Nick & Norah’s Infinite Playlist
By Rachel Cohn &
David Leviathan
YA COHN

Exile
By Kevin Emerson
YA EMERSON
As band manager for the
up-and-coming DangerHeart,
Summer Carlson navigates a
relationship with the lead singer
and decides whether to act on
information that could rocket
the band to stardom.

Take a Bow
By Elizabeth Eulberg
YA EULBERG

For the Record
By Charlotte Huang
YA HUANG
Gaining instant celebrity after
being discovered on a TV talent
show, Chelsea endures the
disdain of her bandmates and
pursues a relationship with a
teen heartthrob.

Five Flavors of Dumb
By Antony John
YA JOHN

Virtuosity
By Jessica Martinez
YA MARTINEZ
Just before the most important
violin competition of her
career, Carmen faces critical
decisions concerning her
audition, her family and her
love life.

Devil and the Bluebird
By Jennifer Mason-Black
YA MASON-BLACK
Armed with her mother's
guitar, a knapsack, and a pair
of magical boots, Blue
journeys west in search of her
sister Cass.

Girls in the Moon
By Janet McNally
YA MCNALLY

Four music students at a
performing arts high school in
New York City feel the pressure
for their senior recital.

Piper becomes the manager
for her classmates' popular
rock band, called Dumb, giving
her the chance to prove her
capabilities to others.

Tired of the half-truths
surrounding her famous
family's past, Phoebe visits
her indie-rock darling sister
Luna to see how she fits into
a family of storytellers.

Playlist for the Dead
By Michelle Falkoff
YA FALKOFF

The Disenchantments
By Nina LaCour
YA LACOUR

Kill the Boy Band
By Goldy Moldavsky
YA MOLDAVSKY

After his best friend, Hayden,
commits suicide, Sam is
determined to find out why,
using the clues in the playlist
Hayden left for him.

Colby struggles to understand
why Beth, his bandmate and
best friend, changed her mind
about their band’s tour schedule
and their future.

Four fan-girls of The Ruperts,
sneak away to a hotel in
Manhattan to see their
favorite boy band, but things
quickly get complicated.

